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The Pacific Northwest TreeImprovement Research
Cooperative (PNWIRC) conducts
research supporting operational tree
breeding programs in western Oregon
and Washington. Housed in the
Deparment of Forest Science at
Oregon State University, the coopera-
tive consists of 23 members from
public agencies and private compa-
nies in the region.

Currently, the major research
emphases of the cooperative are the
genetics of cold and drought hardiness
and advanced seed orchard methodol-
ogy in coastal Douglas-fir: Because of
the envionmental heterogeneity in
the Pacific Nortwest, it is essential
that tree breeders be able to evaluate
hardiness of geneticaly improved vari-
eties so that the vareties that survve
and grow best in specifc planting

environments can be identified and
utiized. It is usualy not possible to
adequately test hardiness to natual
cold and drought events in the field
because these events occur sporadical-
ly; and because it is diffcult to sepa-
rate injur due to cold or drought from
other causes.

For this reason, we are developing
arficial freeze-testing and drought-
testig procedures. . So far, arficial
testig appears quite promising,

revealg extensive genetic varation
for hardiess traits in Douglas-fir
(Figue 1). Thus, there is much poten-
tial for improvig these traits through
breeding. Our methods for assessing
hardiness to spring and fal frosts in
operational Douglas- fir tree improve-

; ment programs wi be described in
detai in an upcoming issue of the
Western Journal of Applied Forestr

Seed orchards are the primar
means of producing geneticaly

íl improved seed for reforestation. In
~ fist generation Douglas-fi orchards,
~j trees are planted at wide spacing, are
, alowed to reach relatively large size,

and mating occurs through wid poll-

nation. Although wid-pollnated
i orchards are an effective and relatively
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inexpensive means of producing seed,
the genetic quality of crops is consid-
erably less than optimal because mat-
ing among parents is haphazard and
because high proportions (often 40
percent or more) of the seed result
from pollnation by nearby, non-
orchard (unimproved) pollen sources.

One means of achieving better
control of mating in the future is to

tional wind-pollnated orchards, but
effective height management is
expensive.

Despite the increased costs, minia-
turized orchards are now the standard
for radiata pine in New Zealand, but
there is little experience with this
methodology in Douglas-fir. To assess
the value and cost effectiveness of
miniaturized orchards in Douglas-fir,
the PNWIRC is establishing a long-
term experiment where three alterna-
tive miniaturized orchard tyes wi be
compared. The results of this study
wi greatly aid our abilty to take fu
advantage of genetic improvements
produced in advanced-generation

Figure 1. Family ranges in mean damage to Douglas-fir seedlings after artifi-
cial testing for hardiness to summer drought, and to spring and fall freezing.
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develop miniaturized orchards

whereby trees are kept small (2c3 m
tall) by aggressive top pruning and
crown management, and mating is
controlled by arificial pollnation.
Because trees are smal, control of
mating and many other orchard prac-
tices are more effcient than in tradi-
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(40 familes from Oregon)

breeding programs. .

Tom Adams is leader and Thimmappa
Anekonda is associate director of the
PNWIRC, Department of Forest
Science, Oregon State University
Corvalls.
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